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“MARK THEM
WHICH CAUSE DIVISIONS”

Stan Crowley

INTRODUCTION1

What a contrast! In the closing verses of this impassioned letter
urging unity among the Roman Christians, Paul admonishes: “I would
have you wise unto that which is good, and simple concerning evil”
(Rom. 16:19). Earlier in this same epistle, the apostle urges this same
group: “Abhor that which is evil; cleave to that which is good” (Rom.
12:9).

From the Garden of Eden, man has been faced with the two
choices. The “tree” that brings forth fruit that is good for them and the
one that brings forth evil (Gen. 2:9). The Bible is filled with warnings
to “eschew evil, and do good” (1 Pet. 3:11) and to make the necessary
discernment between “good and evil” (Heb. 5:14). Jesus affirms that
whether we have done good or evil will determine our eternal destiny
(Jn. 5:29).

We indeed understand the importance of Paul’s admonition in
Romans 16:19 to be wise about the good and innocent concerning evil,
but how do we do that? How do we protect ourselves and others from
error that will cost the loss of souls?

If we read and apply the two verses preceding the admonition, we
learn one way—an effective and necessary way—to insulate ourselves
from evil and even to help stifle its effectiveness and its spread. The
apostle warns and begs:

Now I beseech you, brethren, mark them which cause divisions
and offences contrary to the doctrine which ye have learned; and
avoid them. For they that are such serve not our Lord Jesus
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Christ, but their own belly; and by good words and fair speeches
deceive the hearts of the simple (Rom. 16:17-18).

In these verses we are admonished to be vigilant against a great danger.
In the following sections we will study: 1) What is in danger? 2) What
is the source of the danger? 3) How can the danger be neutralized? 4)
In what forms does this danger appear today?

WHAT IS IN DANGER?

The danger addressed in these verses is a threat to the souls of men.
How are those souls endangered? They are endangered because the
hearts of men can be deceived. Jesus warned against deception, saying:
“Take heed that no man deceive you” (Mt. 24:4). What is the source of
that deception? One source is men—cunning men who purposefully
deceive through their trickery.

Who are the most vulnerable to this deceit? Those who are not
discerning in their thinking are the ones most at risk. In Ephesians 4,
Paul refers to those without discernment as “children,” a term used to
highlight those who are immature in their thinking. He speaks of such
as “children, tossed to and fro, and carried about with every wind of
doctrine, by the sleight of men, and cunning craftiness, whereby they
lie in wait to deceive” (Eph. 4:14). To the Corinthians, highlighting the
contrast between the immature and the mature, Paul exhorts: “Brethren,
be not children in understanding ... but in understanding be men”
(1 Cor. 14:20).

In our passage in Romans 16:18, those without discernment are the
“simple.” “Simple” is from the Greek word akakos that means:
“pertaining to being unsuspecting or naive with regard to possible
deception.”2 Here are the ones most vulnerable, those who are innocent
of evil schemes themselves and are thus likely unaware of men who
would purposefully indulge in such devious and destructive trickery
(the word “simple” in verse 19 is from a different Greek word).3

There is no doubt that the danger spoken of here is spiritually fatal.
The result of the work of the deceivers is more than just division. Some
have suggested that the message of these verses is to “promote peace
between the Jewish and Gentile converts” and that the phrase “contrary
to the doctrine” refers to “the teaching that these divisions should
cease.”4 While there is certainly an emphasis here on avoiding division,
there is much more at stake than just a lessening of warm Christian
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fellowship. The result of the division spoken of in Romans 16:17 is the
loss of souls.

Worse than that, they also cause skandala, “deathtraps”; see the
word in 9:33 and 11:9, and note that it always designates what
is fatal ... These errorists tear believers out of the unity of the
church, and their teachings often act like deathtraps in which
souls are fatally caught.5

So, what is in danger? Souls are in danger, and the souls most in
danger are the souls of those who are most vulnerable to schemers who
use deception to lure the unaware and gullible into following them and
their destructive devices.

WHAT IS THE SOURCE OF THE DANGER?

The source of the danger is any corruption of the doctrine, any
distortion of the Gospel of Jesus Christ. The true doctrine is indeed
unique. In Romans 16:17, the word “the” precedes the word “doctrine”
in the Greek text. There is only one true Gospel, one true faith,6,7 one
true doctrine of Christ. In the passage there is a striking contrast
between the singularity of the true doctrine of Christ and the multiplic-
ity of errors and dangers contained in that being taught by the
deceivers— it is the doctrine versus divisions and deathtraps. The
doctrine has been an emphasis throughout the whole epistle.

The whole of it has presented anew “the doctrine which you
(Romans) on your part did learn” ... This was the doctrine in
which the Romans had stood unitedly since their church in Rome
had first been formed. In order to found churches in this faith
and doctrine Paul had spent his energy; it was the doctrine of “all
the churches of Christ” (v. 16) ... This admonition is an integral
part of the whole letter ... the admonition to let no contrary
doctrine and no teachers lead anyone astray from this unity.8

Notice the relationship between unity and sound doctrine. So many
today advocate (even demand) a tolerance of the various doctrines that
exist. If there is no harm in having a diversity of doctrines, then why is
there such an emphasis in the Scriptures on unity (Jn. 17:21), specifi-
cally doctrinal unity (1 Cor. 1:10; 2 Jn. 10), and the fact that there is
“one faith” (Eph. 4:5) that has been delivered (Ju. 3)? One of the most
effective and most dangerous “fair speeches” heard today is that
doctrine does not make a difference! Paul affirms that any modification
of the Gospel does not result in another valid Gospel. So dangerous is
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the resulting distortion that Paul said the instigator of such is “ac-
cursed.”

I marvel that ye are so soon removed from him that called you
into the grace of Christ unto another gospel: Which is not
another; but there be some that trouble you, and would pervert
the gospel of Christ. But though we, or an angel from heaven,
preach any other gospel unto you than that which we have
preached unto you, let him be accursed. As we said before, so
say I now again, If any man preach any other gospel unto you
than that ye have received, let him be accursed (Gal. 1:6-9).

It is good to remind ourselves of the teaching in the Scriptures
about the essential characteristics of the doctrine.
There is correct doctrine:

And they continued stedfastly in the apostles' doctrine and
fellowship (Acts 2:42).

... the principles of the doctrine of Christ ... (Heb. 6:1).

... nourished up in the words of faith and of good
doctrine ... (1 Tim. 4:6).

Correct doctrine is the source of salvation:

But God be thanked, that ye were the servants of sin, but ye have
obeyed from the heart that form of doctrine which was delivered
you. Being then made free from sin, ye became the servants of
righteousness (Rom. 6:17-18).

Take heed unto thyself, and unto the doctrine; continue in them:
for in doing this thou shalt both save thyself, and them that hear
thee (1 Tim. 4:16).

Correct doctrine is the source of righteousness and good works:

All scripture is given by inspiration of God, and is profitable for
doctrine, for reproof, for correction, for instruction in righteous-
ness: That the man of God may be perfect, throughly furnished
unto all good works (2 Tim. 3:16-17).

We must stay within the correct doctrine:

Whosoever transgresseth, and abideth not in the doctrine of
Christ, hath not God. He that abideth in the doctrine of Christ, he
hath both the Father and the Son. If there come any unto you,
and bring not this doctrine, receive him not into your house,
neither bid him God speed (2 Jn. 9-10).
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There is incorrect doctrine that endangers souls:

But in vain they do worship me, teaching for doctrines the
commandments of men (Mt. 15:9).

... carried about with every wind of doctrine, by the sleight of
men, and cunning craftiness ... (Eph. 4:14).

... if there be any other thing that is contrary to sound doctrine
(1 Tim. 1:10).

Be not carried about with divers and strange doctrines (Heb.
13:9).

For the time will come when they will not endure sound doc-
trine; but after their own lusts shall they heap to themselves
teachers, having itching ears (2 Tim. 4:3).

If any man preach any other gospel unto you than that ye have
received, let him be accursed (Gal. 1:9).

... them that hold the doctrine of the Nicolaitans, which thing I
hate (Rev. 2:15).

Now the Spirit speaketh expressly, that in the latter times some
shall depart from the faith, giving heed to seducing spirits, and
doctrines of devils (1 Tim. 4:1).

If any man teach otherwise, and consent not to wholesome
words, even the words of our Lord Jesus Christ, and to the
doctrine which is according to godliness; He is proud, knowing
nothing ... (1 Tim. 6:3-4).

We must defend against incorrect doctrine:

Now I beseech you, brethren, mark them which cause divisions
and offences contrary to the doctrine which ye have learned; and
avoid them (Rom. 16:17).

... charge some that they teach no other doctrine (1 Tim. 1:3).

If any man teach otherwise, and consent not to wholesome
words, even the words of our Lord Jesus Christ, and to the
doctrine which is according to godliness; He is proud, knowing
nothing, but doting about questions and strifes of words, whereof
cometh envy, strife, railings, evil surmisings, Perverse disputings
of men of corrupt minds, and destitute of the truth, supposing
that gain is godliness: from such withdraw thyself (1 Tim. 6:3-5).

For a bishop must be ... able by sound doctrine both to exhort
and to convince the gainsayers (Tit. 1:7-9).
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... earnestly contend for the faith (Ju. 3).

... be ready always to give an answer to every man that asketh
you a reason of the hope that is in you with meekness and fear
(1 Pet. 3:15).

If there come any unto you, and bring not this doctrine, receive
him not into your house, neither bid him God speed: For he that
biddeth him God speed is partaker of his evil deeds (2 Jn. 10-
11).

So, what is the source of the danger? It is the perversion, the
distortion, the “spinning” of true doctrine into something that will
appeal to men in order to lure them away from the truth of the Gospel
(Gal. 1:6-8; Col. 1:23). Realizing the danger, how do we combat it?

HOW CAN THE DANGER BE NEUTRALIZED?

The way to avoid a physical danger is to watch out for it, stay away
from it, and warn others about it! The same is true of spiritual dangers,
which is exactly what Paul urges in our passage.

Now I beseech you, brethren, mark them which cause divisions
and offences contrary to the doctrine which ye have learned; and
avoid them (Rom. 16:17).

The first action to be taken is to “mark them which cause divisions
and offences.” “Mark” is from the Greek word skopeo, which means to
“notice carefully, watch out for, be concerned about, keep thinking
about.”9 This word, or its root and derivatives, is used six times in the
New Testament.

Take heed therefore that the light which is in thee be not
darkness (Lk. 11:35, emphasis added).

Now I beseech you, brethren, mark them which cause divisions
and offences contrary to the doctrine which ye have learned; and
avoid them (Rom. 16:17, emphasis added).

While we look not at the things which are seen, but at the things
which are not seen: for the things which are seen are temporal;
but the things which are not seen are eternal (2 Cor. 4:18,
emphasis added).

Brethren, if a man be overtaken in a fault, ye which are spiritual,
restore such an one in the spirit of meekness; considering
thyself, lest thou also be tempted (Gal. 6:1, emphasis added).
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Look not every man on his own things, but every man also on the
things of others (Phil. 2:4, emphasis added).

Brethren, be followers together of me, and mark them which
walk so as ye have us for an ensample (Phil. 3:17, emphasis
added).

The word “mark” is used in the New Testament in a consistent
way, and in a way that is in consonance with the definition above. It
means to take notice of and to watch carefully. We still use the word
“mark” in that sense today. We say, “Mark my words!” to indicate that
our words should be duly noted and given appropriate attention.

It is unfortunate that many have misunderstood the word in this text
as meaning to place a visible impression or stain upon, or to in some
way stigmatize or brand something or someone as disgraceful or evil.
While it is true that the word “mark” can have that meaning in the
English language, that is not the meaning of the Greek word here. The
confusion is eliminated in newer translations by the use of other words
or phrases such as “note,” “keep your eye on,” or “watch out for.”

We see the true meaning clearly in the passage in Philippians,
which says: “Brethren, be followers together of me, and mark them
which walk so as ye have us for an ensample” (Phil. 3:17). Here is the
same word with the same meaning, but in a context that shows that no
negative denotation is inherent in the word. It is used equally to direct
attention toward good examples and toward those who present danger.

That being said, this attention is no mere academic exercise. The
“taking note” is not the end, but a means toward an end. In the verse in
Philippians it is a step toward following. In Romans, it is a step toward
running away from! Neither tolerance nor indifference is an acceptable
response. Action must be taken.10 Paul says, “avoid them.” By avoiding
them, we neutralize their efforts in several ways.

1. We protect ourselves. We limit our own personal exposure to
their error. Appropriate here is Paul’s warning: “Be not
deceived: Evil companionships corrupt good morals” (1 Cor.
15:33, ASV). Spending time with the wrong kind of associates
is dangerous. The more we are exposed to their erroneous
doctrine (which often comes from a pleasant personality,
spoken in words that are indeed conveyed as “good words and
fair speeches”) the more likely we are to be persuaded or at
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least desensitized to the danger inherent in their erroneous
teaching. By avoiding them, we first protect ourselves.

2. We protect our influence. If we continue to associate ourselves
with them, others who observe that association will, at some
point, conclude that we are in agreement with their doctrine.
Those who walk long enough together are rightly assumed to
be in agreement (Amos 3:3). At that point, our good name is
no longer a vote for truth, but has now become a vote for error.
We may not have been providing room and board to them as
they spread their error (2 Jn. 9-11), but we are lending them
something potentially much more valuable—our implicit
personal approval.

3. We draw the attention of others to their error. One of the most
noticeable and powerful testimonies is that of a change in our
behavior. When we cease association with someone, that
action on our part will attract the attention of those who know
us. Herein is the opportunity to post a visible warning flag.
This change in our behavior will contribute to others taking
note of and watching out for that one, or ones, teaching error.

4. We send those in error a warning message. Just like others
engaged in error that is affecting their souls, these first need to
be meekly taught (Gal. 6:1), then gently and patiently warned
(1 Thess. 5:14), and then more strongly warned (Ju. 23). If the
words of admonition do not have the needed effect, then we
are to use “body language.” Scriptural body language is to
change the kind of association we have with them. In other
instances, Paul has prescribed disassociation (2 Thess. 3:6)
from others who did not conform to sound doctrine so that they
might be ashamed and rethink what they were doing (2 Thess.
3:14). Here, again, the prescription “avoid,” consistently and
lovingly administered, may have the same effect. In all this, we
must not forget that next verse, which says: “Yet count him not
as an enemy, but admonish him as a brother” (2 Thess. 3:15).
Even to those propagating error, we must teach the truth in
love (Eph. 4:15).

IN WHAT FORMS DOES THIS DANGER APPEAR TODAY?

Today, as the case always has been, the best way to characterize
and assess the dangers that are around us, and unfortunately even
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among us, is to recognize the root cause of all distortions of the Gospel.
That root cause is the thinking (the philosophies) of men, and as Alan
Highers explains:

Everyone has a philosophy of life. It may not be articulated or
out in the open; in fact, we may not always realize the philoso-
phy that is guiding us in our decisions, but every person has a
way of thinking that governs the way that we view life ... First,
the thought—then the words. But we can go even behind the
thought. Something guided one in his thinking. His philosophy
of life, his fundamental core of belief, his outlook on life all
influence his thinking. From his thinking came words—vehicles
of idea—and, often from words, came actions or deeds.11

In the end, there are two fundamental bases of the philosophies that
exist, and have always existed, among men. Those bases are: selfish-
ness and selflessness. Nowhere is that contrast more simply or
dramatically expressed than in Romans 16:18, which speaks of those
who either serve Jesus Christ or “their own belly.” We either selfishly
seek to fulfill our own wants and desires above all else, or we subjugate
our wills in order to serve others, including the good God who made us.
Those purposefully teaching error are the subject of this passage, which
speaks plainly of both their motive and their methods.12 Their motive
is their “belly,” that is, the satisfying of their worldly desires. They seek
recognition among men for their novel ideas, gratification of the desire
for dominion, or the financial gain that comes from supporters. The
first step in building a following is to draw away from their current
fellowship those who are the targets for subversion.13 Their method
(modus operandi, if you will) is to use “good words and fair speeches”
to persuade and thus delude and ensnare the gullible.

It is that motive and method which has produced the various “isms”
that have been developed in the philosophical world, brought into the
Lord’s church by their skillful proponents, and accepted by the
undiscerning masses. These “isms” are the very antithesis of Christian-
ity. They advocate self above God and selfishness above submission.

It is beyond the scope of this lesson to thoroughly discuss the wide
range of these philosophies,14 but a discussion of several of them is
given below. There is a common theme in most, if not all, of these
philosophies of men, i.e., man wants to avoid restrictions. For most,
only a synopsis15 is given. More space is devoted to ones that may be
less familiar or more subtle in their danger to the church today. The last
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one discussed (Gnosticism), as it has manifested itself in its various
forms, may be the most pervasive and the most dangerous of all the
“isms” to the continued faithfulness of the Lord’s church.

• Atheism: Man denies that there is a God, hence avoiding any
responsibility to a Creator.

• Relativism: Man denies that there is absolute truth, so he can
devise whatever “truth” that suits his purpose.

• Existentialism: Man claims that things are not objective, but
subjective, preventing any constraints by any absolute truths.

• Modernism: Man claims that any religious belief must pass his
test of reason (he puts himself above God).

• Postmodernism: Even when religion is allowed, there is the
demand that all religious views be accepted, again denying any
absolute “right” versus “wrong.”

• Hedonism: This is perhaps the most honest of them all, acknowl-
edging that worldly man seeks first his own pleasure without any
restraints.

• Universalism: Universal salvation is a compromise that would
pretend to be religious but effectively denies any religious
consequences to man’s actions.

• Materialism: Another honest acknowledgment of man seeking
the material things of this world.

• Calvinism: This is perhaps the view with the most religious
tenets, yet its teachings include aspects that free man from
personal responsibility (e.g., Unconditional Election, Irresistible
Grace, Perseverance of the Saints).

• Feminism: This movement, insisting that women have an
inherent right to participate in an equal way with men in every
aspect of society, has brought great pressure on the church to
abandon the distinct and sometimes different roles for men and
women taught in the Scriptures.

New Ageism: This movement with an unusual name has many of
the usual features of a philosophy of men. It attracts followers with its
promises of self-awareness, self-fulfillment, and inner peace. But, this
philosophy teaches that the realization of these promises can be
achieved only by being led by the intuitive and subjective side of man
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and abandoning the logical side of man (which would comprehend and
be led by the Bible and its associated moral restraints). The evaluation
standard becomes not “What do you think?” but “What do you feel?”
This indeed flies in the face of God’s warning: “There is a way which
seemeth right unto a man, but the end thereof are the ways of death”
(Pro. 14:12).

Evolution/Darwinism: It has been aptly concluded that evolution
“was seized upon as a plausible, working mechanism which, it was felt,
could fill the void left by a rejection of God and creation.”16 One set of
the “fair speeches” associated with evolution is Darwinism, the theory
of organic evolution claiming that new species arise and are perpetu-
ated by natural selection. This view and all variations thereon are
irreconcilable with Exodus 20:11—“For in six days the Lord made
heaven and earth, the sea, and all that in them is, and rested the seventh
day: wherefore the Lord blessed the sabbath day, and hallowed it.”

Gnosticism: Upon reading this word, the first thought may be that
this “ism” is an ancient philosophy that troubled the church during the
first century but has since been abandoned. Not so! Consider this
definition of Gnostic: “Pertaining to knowledge; also, possessing
knowledge, esp. esoteric17 knowledge of spiritual things.”18 That last
phrase means that some claimed to have superior knowledge of
spiritual things. They claimed to have a secret knowledge that not all
had and, in some cases, believed that they had an understanding that
not all had the potential to attain.

Is that not exactly the appeal and the danger of so many today!
They claim to know things that others do not know, often by having
personal contact from God that others do not have. Because they have
this special, not readily-available-to-all knowledge, the world must
come to them (and only them) for this knowledge. How many examples
of this method of building a following can we count in our lifetime?

There is Catholicism, which claims to have the “popes”19 and the
councils that receive guidance directly from God—guidance not
available to any others. Their historical position even to their own
members has been that they should not try to read their Bibles for
themselves but come to the priests who have familiarity with the
“teachings of the church” and their own special God-given insights into
the meaning of the Scriptures. With this claimed exclusive knowledge,
the Catholics attract, even demand, the following of many.
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There are the various religious groups who believe in continuing
personal revelation from God today. They are most visibly represented
by the televangelists who claim that God speaks to them personally,
that God Himself has “laid a message on their hearts.” How many
today have been deluded by these people of “good words and fair
speeches” into contributing to the point of their own poverty?20 Perhaps
we think first of Pentecostalism, with their belief in modern day
prophecies and “tongues” or the Mormons with additional books of
“revelation” and their modern day “apostles,” but other groups are the
same in principle if not in degree. Many claim authority for their
assembled councils and teach that even a local “pastor” is given special
insights from God as he prepares his lessons for their congregations.

Thus, we come to the manifestation within the Lord’s church,
especially in recent years, of this same erroneous philosophy. In the
past generation, there have arisen among us, or at least become more
visible among us, those who are claiming special revelation from God.
An example of those claiming special enlightenment is those who
believe they are directly given an understanding of Scriptures by the
Holy Spirit. One man claims that there are some passages of Scripture
that he now more fully understands “because of the direct aid of the
Spirit.”21 In fact, he claims to be able to discern between the Scriptures
the Holy Spirit has helped him to understand and the Scriptures for
which he has not received such enlightenment!22 Who would not be
persuaded by a man, if they believed his claim to have divinely-
imparted knowledge of the Scriptures? Is this not yet another manifes-
tation of Gnosticism, the claim of superior knowledge of spiritual
things?

Not only are there those among us claiming special knowledge
from God that gives them guidance, there are also those among us who
are claiming that their secular intellectual achievements have given
them knowledge that we do not have and cannot have unless we
undertake the same curriculum of study. One author has put on paper
the attitude conveyed by many on the leading edge of “progressive
thought” in our brotherhood:

I finally obtained a classical, liberal arts education, but in
graduate school. It is difficult to interpret Christianity or the
Scriptures without such an education. That is not to say that
Scripture speaks only to persons with this education; in its
inspiration and call to obedience it speaks to every person. But
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it is difficult to see how some can set themselves up as official
interpreters without the broad exposure to historical and literary
contexts provided by such an education ... They probably have
few of the necessary tools for scrutinizing their own presupposi-
tions and critically comparing and aligning them with biblical
presuppositions. Jesus had a term for such persons: "blind
guides!" They should decline the role "guide" until they acquire
the needed tools.23

While there is no doubt that learning about the cultures represented in
Bible lands in Bible times is helpful, one must be cautious that he does
not begin to dismiss Biblical commands in the name of cultural
enlightenment. Again, the belief that one has “special knowledge” not
possessed by others can become a source of disrespect among brethren,
as well as a mechanism for dismissing those commands of God that
express unwanted constraints. Surely there were differences in the
educational and intellectual attainment among the members of the
congregations to whom Paul wrote, yet he said that his letters were to
be read to all (Col. 4:16) and that when they were read those who read
them would (and therefore could) understand them (Eph. 3:4).

It is exactly this kind of enlightenment that is telling us that our old
way of viewing and applying the Scriptures (our “old hermeneutic”) is
fatally flawed and must be replaced by a newly-discovered method,
which of course is more subjective and results in fewer limitations on
worship, morality, and Christian living.24

CONCLUSION

The doctrines of men that corrupted sound doctrine in the days of
Jesus, the days of Paul, and the days of John, like the cankers they are
(2 Tim. 2:17) have grown and spread and appeared in new forms and
in new places within the body of Christ. Their growth is exceeded only
by the increase in the number of those who are victims of their
destruction, including those who are sometimes willing victims, even
eagerly heaping to themselves those whose teachings scratch their
“itching ears” (2 Tim. 4:3). They seek the “fables” to avoid any
constraints that might come from the “truth” (2 Tim. 4:4), the revealed
wisdom from the God above who wants only the best things for them,
in this life and the next.

The Lord’s church is paying a high price for failing to heed the
apostle Paul’s warning:
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Beware lest any man spoil you through philosophy and vain
deceit, after the tradition of men, after the rudiments of the
world, and not after Christ (Col. 2:8).

... and failing to take the actions he urges:

Now I beseech you, brethren, mark them which cause divisions
and offences contrary to the doctrine which ye have learned; and
avoid them (Rom. 16:17).
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students of the Bible are still indeed a danger that needs to be warned against
because of the error they propagate but are not spoken of so harshly in the
Scriptures (e.g., Apollos, Acts 18:24-26). It is worthy of note that the
expression “false teacher” in the Scriptures is applied to those who purpose-
fully teach error for their own profit (2 Pet. 2:1ff). That expression “false
teacher” is often bandied about today in an emotional way to discredit anyone
with any different view on any subject. Not everyone who holds a different
view is appropriately referred to as a “false teacher,” not if we are going to
“use Bible words in Bible ways.” Those who repeatedly use such inflammatory
language to try to gain a following, rather than using persuasive Scriptural
arguments to “preach the truth in love” (Eph. 4:15), unfortunately reveal a lot
about their own hearts.
13 To our minds comes the image of a wolf that first carefully separates its
prey, often a weak or in some way more vulnerable animal, from its surround-
ing flock.
14 Two very good sources are the April 2002 issue of the Spiritual Sword (see
reference above) and B.J. Clarke, Dangerous ‘Isms (1997 Power Lectures)
(Pulaski: TN: Sain Publications).
15 Most of this material is a synopsis of the discussion in the editorial,
“Dangerous Philosophies,” in the Spiritual Sword (see reference above).
16 Jon Gary Williams, “Evolution,” Spiritual Sword, 33, no. 3 (April 2002).
17 Esoteric: intended for or likely to be understood by only a small number of
people with a specialized knowledge or interest. Dictionary at <www.
google.com.>
18 The New Century Dictionary of the English Language (New York, NY:
Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 1952), “Gnostic.”
19 I am reluctant to even use the word “pope,” so enclose it in quotation marks.
The word means “father.” To use the word in a religious sense is to violate the
prohibition given by Jesus in Matthew 23:9.
20 Many have made the cynical observations of how often God’s message to
these public figures involves us opening up our wallets!
21 Mac Deaver and Bill Lockwood, The Deaver-Lockwood Debate on the Work
of the Holy Spirit (Austin, TX: Biblical Notes, 1998), 117.
22 Ibid., 117. In his debate with Bill Lockwood on the “Work of the Holy
Spirit,” Mac Deaver was asked to list: “A. At least ONE passage that you have
come to understand WITHOUT the direct aid of the Spirit ____ and B. At least
ONE passage that you have come to understand more fully BECAUSE OF
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THE DIRECT AID OF THE SPIRIT ____ .” To the first, Mac Deaver
answered Gen. 1:1; to the second, he answered Eph. 1:14-19.
23 Thomas H. Olbricht, Hearing God’s Voice: My Life with Scriptures in the
Churches of Christ (Abilene, TX: ACU Press, 1996), 203.
24 In the more enlightened and more liberal views within the church, do we not
see the distinct influence of so many of those philosophical “isms” (Relativ-
ism, Existentialism, Modernism, Postmodernism, Feminism, and even
Materialism and Hedonism)?
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